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Dorms may
get electronic
lock system
by Colleen Farrell
contributing writer
A $500,000 electronic security system that would
lock dorms 24 hours a day is being planned for
JMU's residence halls, according to the director of
Office of Residence Life.
Jim McConncl said JMU plans to implement a 24hour electronic locking system in some dorms next
fall if the budget for the system is approved by the
administration and provided for in the university's
budget.
If the budget isn't approved, McConnel said the
money may have to be allocated from reserve funds
that the university sets aside for various needs, and
that getting the money depends on what other
requests have been made.
The system would lock all entrances to residence
halls, and card readers would be installed at the main
door of each building. Students would still have
access to their individual rooms with keys. Residents
could unlock the main doors by sliding their JAC
cards through the reader and punching in a personal
identification number, McConnel said.
The initial reader hookup for the system would
cost $3,000 per hall. Plus, many doors need
replacing, and depending on those, the additional
costs then range from $ 1,000 to $3,000 per door.
Many students have complained about the locks on
the front doors are easily and frequently broken.

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Caution
Harrisonburg resident Frank P. Hurst was charged with failure to obey a traffic
signaller Friday after his vehicle was struck by an oncoming train at the railroad
crossing on Grace Street near Y-lot. Apparently he disregarded the railroad
employee cautioning him to stop and continued across the tracks.
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options for abolishing law in Virginia
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A new strategy to abolish the state death penalty
by 1998 was discussed by the abolitionist group
Virginians Against State Killing on Saturday In the
Warren Campus Center, Tidewater Room.
"The penalty is merely a symbol of the fight
against crime," University of Virginia sophomore
Derek Baxter said during the informal roundtable
discussion. "There is always the possibility of
legislative change because of that."
The group hopes their growing numbers will
activate a more vocal public response to Virginia's
capital punishment legislation.
A 1989 poll conducted by Virginia
Commonwealth University showed that 27 percent
of Virginians were in favor of the electric chair.
But the other 73 percent rarely acted to show their
opposition as they searched for alternatives, the poll

reported.
About 20 VASK members and volunteers,
including an implementer of the Listen Project in
North Carolina, were on hand to discuss immediate
implementation of the Rural Southern Voice for
Peace Listening Project that would change the way
legislators reflect public opinion in their voting
patterns.
To put the Listening Project, currenUy used in
Louisiana, Tennessee and North Carolina, into
action, death penalty activists take questionnaires to
state officials that ask them about their concerns on
the death penalty.
The questionnaire is also used to identify the
views of community leaders. Those leaders against
the penalty are asked to write their legislators.
VASK members think that the show of concern
will encourage the General Assembly to pass a bill
that would create a subcommittee to review capital
VASKpag«2
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McConnel said broken locks is one of
the main reasons behind a new
system.
McConnel said that ORL would
like to implement the electronic card
system to a few residence halls next
year. If implemented next year, most
freshmen residence halls will be
locked electronically including Eagle,
White, Weaver, Garber, Dingledine,
Huffmar, Hillside, McGraw-Long and
Wine-Puce halls, he said. If
successful, the electronic locks will
eventually be installed in all dorms.

While researching the viability of
installing electronic security systems
at JMU, McConnel found that the
University of Delaware and the
University of Richmond have
electronic locking systems.
Bethany
Raymond,
area
coordinator of residence halls at
Richmond, said many students said
they feel they are being locked in their
dorms.
"As with any change, there will be
people against it," Raymond said, "but
in a few years, students won't even
realize that at one time there was no

card access."
If a student loses the card, and
subsequently access to the dorm room
and meals, McConnel said he would
like to set up temporary cards that
would allow students access to their
building until a new card is made.
JMU freshmen had mixed reactions
about the proposed system.
"Although some students are
content with the locks," Amy Zeafla,
president of Inter-Hall Council, said,
"many have complained that they're a
waste of money because they're so
easy to break. Students break the locks

because they don't want to use their
keys."
Allison Fraser, a freshman Hillside
resident, is looking forward to the new
system. "I think the electronic system
will benefit us more because it will be
less of an inconvenience."
Some students said next year's
freshmen will be at an advantage,
despite the inconvenience.
"I'm sorry they didn't do this
sooner," said Michele Julian, a
sophomore who has never lived in a
24-hour locked dorm, "I would have
felt a lot safer living on campus."

VASK
COHTIHUED from page 1
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From left, Henry Heller, one of the founding members of VASK,
participated in the anti-death penalty workshop last weekend at
JMU with volunteer Terry McCaffrey.

trial and appeals procedures.
Public opinion concerning the death
penalty before the introduction of
bills that would expand the types of
death-eligible murders and replace the
electric chair with lethal injection
could also be helpful, VASK member
Meg West said.
"We were told that if at least three
constituents write to a legislator about
the death penalty, the legislator takes
note," West said. "Can you imagine if
a lot of people wrote?"
Grant thinks the tactic has potential
in Virginia. "The Listening Project
has been used regionally, nationally
and internationally. No matter where
the project is used, leaders are
encouraged to interact with their
constituents in a manner that is rarely
used and that is what makes it
effective."
VASK spokesman Henry Heller is
confident that the project will
strengthen the group's effort to
abolish the death penalty.
"We're being optimistic, and we
know it's not going to be overnight,"
the Nelson County resident said.
"The project makes it possible for
us to keep the discussion going
between the legislators and the people.
It shows them that we are willing to
hear what they have to say on the
issue, and at the same time it allows us
to influence their final stand if they
are not strongly supportive of the
death penalty."
JMU junior Tia Colvin agreed that
the project could influence bill
passage "by informing the general
public and legislators about the death

penalty."
Colvin attended the VASK meeting
after taking an interest in case
decisions. "I learned about the
injustice involved in death penally
cases and wanted to be involved in its
abolition."
Rebecca Edwards, a graduate
student at UVa, said the direct contact
with legislators is the strongest point
of the project. "Our focus is very
legislative," she said. "We feel like
three to five years is a reasonable time
to put an end to the death penalty
because it will give us the chance to
let legislators know that most of the
public is not in favor of it."
Bridgewater resident Stanley Wine
said his letter writing to death row
inmates showed that public service
options might work. "These inmates
could have training. Their letters show
that they are still very much human.
Some of them have kids. I don't know
why prisons can't be made more
productive so that they can give back
to the people they've hurt."
Heller said that last week's Virginia
execution of the nation's first acutely
disabled inmate indicated a weak
point in legislation.
"This man received several appeals
but the governor decided to go ahead
with the execution because he thought
he was a threat to society," Heller
said. "The man was no threat to
society by any means. He couldn't
hang up a phone after talking to some
relatives."
"Many people are not pleased with
the inconsistency of the 21-day rule
used in the Roger Coleman case, and
we need to act now through the
Listening Project to make sure that no
more innocent people are killed."

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and
humanity over error and oppression."
Rutted 19Z2
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Students doubt impact
of course evalutations
by Matt Warner
staffwriier
Students get the chance to evaluate
their professors and courses each
semester, but some students doubt that
their opinions make a difference.
"I don't think they're looked at. I
just try to get it over with," junior
social work major Susan Firth said.
Sophomore biology major Tomalei
Vess said, "As far as the student
knows, it does nothing. The student
doesn't necessarily take [evaluations]
seriously."
Junior finance major Jim Mason
said, "It's a pain in the butt to do if
they're not being used."
But department heads said
course/instructor evaluations are used
and taken seriously.
Department heads read all written
comments from students and review
the statistical information from the
multiple choice surveys. The results of
evaluations play a significant role in
the annual reviews of faculty members
by department heads.
At annual spring conferences, many
department heads individually discuss
the results with faculty members.
Professors do not view their student
evaluation results until after final
exams.
Reviews
of
instructors'
performances by students, classroom
visitations and informal discussions,
also provide the basis for decisions
regarding pay raises, promotions and
grants of tenure.

Associate professor of political
science Anthony Eksterowicz said,
"How responsive were you to their
needs? That's what the evaluations are
all about. You look at what you can do
to make your course better.
"Student evaluations are not used as
an instrument of firing somebody," he
added. "They're used as an instrument
of improving something."
Some professors agreed that
students might regard the evaluation
process more favorably if they knew it
was having a positive effect.
"What we ought to do in our syllabi
is to state how we've improved our
course from the last time we've taught
it," Eksterowicz said.
Robert Horn, the personnel action
committee chairman for tenure in the
economics department, suggested that
evaluation results be made public, but
admitted there would be drawbacks. "I
could see people arguing ... to what
extent this measures teacher
effectiveness versus being a popularity
contest."
English department head David
Jeffrey said his department has been
experimenting with mid-semester
evaluations, so students can take a
stab at improving a course before
they're done with it
Jeffrey said that as far as the
English department is concerned, the
evaluation process does not need
improvement.
Depending upon individual
EVALUATIONS^^ 6
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Richmond rage
Students came out in large numbers to support the men's
basketball team in a sokJ-out game against the Richmond
Spiders on Saturday night.

Profs describe role in civil rights movement
by Brandi Hudson
staff-writer
Two JMU professors said that Americans need to
"keep the heat on" President Bill Clinton to keep
civil rights at the forefront of the country's
consciousness.
Sociology professor Bruce Busching and Joanne
Gabbin, director of the honors program, spoke of
their involvement with the civil rights movement
Wednesday night.
"Our challenge in the modern civil rights
movement, it seems to me, is to start thinking about a
third reconstruction," he said. "Let's move on."
Busching and Gabbin presented "Perspectives on
the Civil Rights Movement" sponsored by Common
Ground, a local network that works for peace, justice
and the environment.
Gabbin told the crowd of more than 35 students,
faculty and Harrisonburg residents that on April 4,
1968, the day Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was
assassinated, she went through a "rite of passage" in
terms of the civil rights movement
Amidst the turmoil of sit-ins and protests, Gabbin
and her husband moved to Chicago in 1968 to attend
graduate school. She said Chicago was one of the
most terrifying places she had ever been because of

the violent riots and demonstrations.
But Gabbin said she decided to follow King's
example of non-violent resistance by joining
Operation Breadbasket. That organization, led by
Rev. Jesse Jackson, pushed for economic
empowerment in the black community.
Gabbin participated in picketing and boycotting
to force employers and corporation leaders to hire
blacks and improve their services to the black
community.
She describes that time in her life as an activist as
a "coming of age."
"Chicago for me was an opportunity to understand
about black nationalism," she said.
Busching was also involved in the civil rights
movement. "I think that we have learned that if the
civil rights movement, the new and invigorated civil
rights movement, doesn't keep the heat on, that is
keep the President aware of our presence ... I'm a
bit skeptical," he said.
As a child, Busching was a member of one of the
first integrated Protestant churches in the United
States, where his father was a minister. And in the
seventh and eighth grades he went to school with
black children in California.
But when Busching moved to Tallahassee in
1950, the racial tension and separation there made
him realize how different that experience was

compared to his upbringing.
After going to college Busching became more
aware of racial issues. He founded a Congress of
Racial Equality chapter in California. CORE,
organized in the 1940s, was designed to use nonviolence, specifically sit-ins, to integrate public
facilities.
He then moved to Philadelphia and became cochairman of the CORE chapter there and participated
in sit-ins at Wool worth.
Busching and Gabbin have a new battleground
now — the classrooms at JMU, she said.
Gabbin said she must share her experiences as a
black American with her students "because too many
people died, too many people lost their careers, too
many people never started them so that I could be
here."
She said today's civil rights movement is much
more decentralized. People working for civil rights
have broken into many factions, making progress
more difficult.
Gabbin said that "Activism starts with
knowledge," and urged students to read and learn
about the organizations that most effectively work
against civil rights abuse.
Busching said today's civil rights movement "is in
a position of struggling for new paths toward greater
racial justice."
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POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police
following:

reported

the

LOG

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
between 7:55 a.m. and 8:50 a.m. for
treatment of injuries that resulted
after the ice storm on Jan. 21.
Another person was also taken to
the Health Center for treatment. All

Alcohol Related Injury

four reportedly slipped on the ice.

• A JMU alumnus was taken to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital from
the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
house for treatment of a severe

The incidents occur reci separately
outside of Gibbons Dining Hall,
Burruss Hall, Mr. Chips and on
Greek Row.

laceration on the right side of his face
at 12:58 a.m. Jan. 22.
The alumnus was held overnight
for apparent alcohol poisoning.
Fraternity members reportedly
discovered him lying in a large pool
of blood.
He was too intoxicated to explain
what happened, police said.

past not to enter university buildings,
according to police, but not the four
individuals warned Jan. 19.

Petty Larceny
* A Win brand computer keyboard,
model number SK-0042-IU. was
reported stolen from Maury Hall
between 9:15 a.m. and 3 p.m. Jan.
19.
The keyboard is reportedly valued
at $58.

Unauthorized Solicitation
• Four non-students were escorted
out of McGraw-Long Hall and warned
by police not to return after
reportedly trying to sell perfume at
1:05 p.m. Jan. 19.
The non-students were reportedly
working for Innovative Concessions

Destruction
Property

off

Public

• An unknown person reportedly slit
the tire of a police vehicle responding
to a false fire alarm in the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity house at 11:10 p.m.
Jan. 21.

of Sterling.

Multiple Injuries

Innovative

• Three people were taken to

Consessions

salesmen have been warned in the

Number of drunk in public charges
since Dec. 10:9

THE NEWS AND FOCUS ON MEETING IS TODAY
AT 4:30 P.M. IN ANTHONY-SEEGER, ROOM 12

Four charged
after murder
at Superfresh
by Michael Keatts
news editor
Four individuals were arrested and
charged in connection with the
shooting death of a local grocery store
manager over the weekend.
Harrisonburg resident Steve Daniel,
manager at the Super Fresh Food
Market in Dukes Plaza on South Main
Street, was shot in the face around
9:40 p.m. Friday, police said. He died
Saturday around 2:30 p.m. from his
injuries, according to a Rockingham
Memorial Hospital spokeswoman.
Clifford
Silver,
18,
of
Harrisonburg, was arrested and
charged as a principle in the second
degree for capital murder and robbery,
according to Harrisonburg Police Sgt.
B.D. Gregory.
Three juveniles were also arrested,
he said. Two of the juveniles were
each charged as a principle in the
second degree for capital murder, and
the third juvenile was charged as a
principle in the second degree for
capital murder, robbery, and use of a
firearm in commission of a felony,
Gregory said.
Witnesses told the Daily NewsRecord Friday that Daniel was shot
near the exit door to the grocery store.
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IBM LAPTOP L40SX

\

$1,580.00

4 MB memory, 80386SX (20MHz)processor/ 3.5" disk drive
80 MB Hard drive, IBM mouse, LCD display, DOS 5.0,
Microsoft Windows 3.1, Carrying Case, lyr. on-site warranty.
(computer hardwire ind loftware iviiUble lo JMU Mudemt. fictiliy ind mil only.)

are viewed skeptically.
department policy, tenured professors
"What's wrong with the evaluations
may not be required to conduct as
from the administrator's point of view
many course/instructor evaluations.
is that we have a group of
Eksterowicz said that since he
inexperienced adolescents who are
achieved tenure, he has sought to
maintain COntaCt aMMHBlBHMMMBmHil^BHBHHMMMBHBHB going through
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Mass Communication process
are
happening. I think
b e c a u s e ,
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"Students
individually have a narrow
should be taken critically."
perspective. They're upset — they
Dr. George Wead, head of the mass
want instant relief, like an aspirin.
communication department admitted
And it just can't happen."
that some comments from evaluations
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University Place
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THE HOUSE UNLESS
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AVAILABLE IF YOU
ASK. FOR MORE INFO,
CALL THE HOUSE AND
ASK FOR CLIFF NEFK
RUSH CHAIRMAN, OR
ANDY BUTLER . . ,
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Check Us Out!!
Call 432-6541
•Reasonable Rates
•Individual Leases
•3 & 4 Bedroom Units
•Microwave
•Washer & Dryer

•Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Furnished or Unfurnished Units
•Dishwasher
•Free Water
•Ample Parking

PLUS $100 CASH DISCOUNT £
FOR EARLY SIGN-UP
9
$
Come by and see the changes at University Place'.
The Best In Student Housing*.
KAP-Kappa Delia RKo
1215 S. Main St

Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977
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Croat assault on Serbs
threatens peace talks
BELGRADE — A two-day-old
Croatian army assault against Sobs in
Croatia sparked an explosion of Serb
rage across former Yugoslavia
Saturday and risked reigniting an
ethnic war that went dormant more
than a year ago.
The Croat attack upstaged and could
derail Geneva peace talks that are
struggling to end a communal conflict
in Bosnia, which borders Croatia in
the defunct Yugoslav federation.
Fighting raged across much of Bosnia
Saturday, with all three warring sides
fighting each other.
Reacting to Friday's attack by Croat
infantry and armor, Serb nationalist

forces inside Croatia proclaimed a
formal state of war, launched a fullscale mobilization and this morning
began shelling the Croat coastal city
ofZadar.
U.N. officials said Serb shells were
falling on Zadar at the rate of one
every 30 seconds. They also said Serb
reinforcements were pouring into the
battle zone from other regions.
Here in Belgrade, the Serbian
capital, a host of paramilitary military
leaders pledged to take men and arms
to Croatia to defend their "Serb
brothers."

— L.A. Times/Washington
Pest news service

Police arrest clinic blockers
WASHINGTON — District of
Columbia police arrested 307
antiabortion demonstrators early
Saturday during Operation Rescue
blockades at three medical clinics,
including one where they chained
themselves to cars wedged against the
doors, and protests at two more.
Hundreds of abortion-rights
supporters also turned out to form
human chains around area clinics and
shield arriving patients from the
antiabortion demonstrators' shouts
and signs. At every site, the opposing
groups often fell into debate over the
issue, which still divides the nation.
For Operation Rescue, turning a
patient away from a clinic means
giving her time to change her mind.
For the Washington Area Clinic
Defense Task Force, helping her get
inside means allowing her to control
her destiny.
"I like doing this because I know I
am saving a baby from dying," said
Min McManus, of Malaga, NJ., at age
13 a veteran of more than 20
blockades. "I think when women
come to get an abortion, they see us.

get embarrassed ... and say, 'I'm not
going to kill my baby.'"
"I don't care about the content of the
choice," said Jennifer Saunders, 23, a
legal assistant who lives in D.C. "I
don't even think about abortion and
babies. This is about the right to . . .
make rational decisions."
The battle was joined before dawn
when about SS demonstrators struck
the Hillcrest Women's Surgi-Center,
delaying its opening by an hour. But,
the largest crowd outside of a Planned
Parenthood clinic blocked most of the
patients from entering for three hours.
Police cleared the third and last
blockade, the Hillcrest Women's
Surgi-Center on upper Georgia
Avenue NW, at 10:15 a.m. Scattered
demonstrations and prayer vigils
continued at clinics until midday.
Most of the 286 adults and 21
juveniles arrested Saturday were
charged with "incommoding, a type of
disorderly" conduct that includes
blocking public access, said Chuck
Brown, of the D.C. Police.

WORLD

WATCH

Fatal Train Accidents
Train accidents are some of the deadliest accidents.
Two trains collided in Gary, Ind. on Jan. 18, killing
seven and injuring 69- Other deadly train accidents
are listed "below.

Oct. 30, 1972

Location
Chicago

July 28, 1962

Steelton, Pa.

19

Jan. 4,1987

Chase, Md.

16

March 14, I960

Bakersfield, Calif.

14

Dec. 28, 1966

Everett, Mass.

13

Feb. 4,1977

Chicago (elevated rail)

11

June 10, 1971

Salem, 111.

11

July 31, 1991

Camden, S.C.

8

Aug. 28, 1991

New York City (subway)

5

July 7, 1984

Willistown, Vt.

%

Date of Accident

Tot Fatalities
45

Source.- USA Today, Jan. 19

— L.A. Times/Washington
Poet news service
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New Va. law makes stalking a crime
WASHINGTON — In recent months, dozens of men
in Northern Virginia have been charged with stalking
women on their way to work, outside their homes
and while they were out on dates.
Many of those accused of stalking were former
boyfriends or estranged husbands, and some left a
calling card: weedkiller on a lawn, five gun
cartridges taped to a car window, a threatening note
scrawled on a piece of cardboard with nail polish.
A new Virginia law that for the first time makes
stalking a crime in the state has demonstrated how
widespread the problem is, according to police and
prosecutors. "This was legislation that was long
overdue," a spokesman for the Fairfax County Police
Department said.
The total number of arrests in Northern Virginia
nor in the state could be determined because most

police departments do not compile stalking statistics.
Since the law took effect nine months ago, there
have been 36 stalking arrests in Fairfax and eight in
Prince William County, police spokesmen said.
Although Arlington County police do not keep
stalking statistics, spokesman Tom Bell said he has
seen as many as 40 stalking reports made to police.
"It's almost numbing how common it is," said
Cheryl Tyiska, director of victim services for the
National Organization for Victim Assistance in the
District. "It's not new; it's just got a new name."
In Virginia and elsewhere across the country,
legislators have moved to enact stalking laws in the
last two years as such cases, some involving murder,
have attracted widespread publicity and as women's
organizations have pushed for protection of victims.
Maryland legislators are considering bills to

strengthen the state's harassment law, and the D.C.
Council approved emergency legislation four months
ago to deal with the problem.
Under Virginia's new law, it is a crime for a person
"on more than one occasion" to engage "in conduct
with the intent to cause emotional distress ... by
placing [another] person in reasonable fear of death
or bodily injury."
The penalty for a first conviction, a misdemeanor,
is a maximum of six months in jail and a $1,000 fine.
For a second conviction, or a violation of a
protective order or an injunction, the maximum
penalty is one year in jail and a 52,500 fine. A third
offense within five years is a felony, punishable by
up to five years in prison and a $2,500 fine.

— L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service
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WE ARE CURRENTLY RENTING FOR FALL '93

Rub-A-Dub-Dub Relax In Your Own Tub!
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom apartment comes with:
• Free Cable television
• Built in microwave oven
(a $650 savings - includes
• Patio or balcony
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
• Free Water and Sewer
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Free trash pick-up
• Full size washer and dryer
• Telephone hook-ups
• FREE QUARTERLY
in each bedroom
MAID SERVICE
• Full time maintenance
The Commons
are now
renting...Fast!
Call us at
432-0600
and get off
campus
Office Hours
869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30
this fall!
Sat. 12-4:30
PURCEU
PARK

Sun by appointment

Stop By Today And Register For Our $400 Spring Break Giveaway!
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Benefit concert tickets to go on sale:
WXJM and Catholic Campus Ministry will
sponsor an outreach concert on Feb. 12 in the PC
Ballroom. The concert will feature Johnnies
Heritage, Suede Farm, and the acoustic music of
Greg Czyszczon and Rob Flores. Tickets go on sale
Jan. 31, $3 in advance and $4 at the door. All
proceeds will benefit the economic development of
the village Chimaltenago in Guatemala that CCM
sponsors.

en&TV
trols, females control the remote 34
percent of the time. Males control it 55
percent of the time*
0w becomes too sexy or violent,
plrcent of females will stop
atching. Only 51 percent of men
will stop watching.
' percent of females and
64 percent of males think
most TV programs are not
worth watching.

Graduation application due in February:
Applications for all students who are graduating at
the end of spring semester and in May session are
due by Feb. 15.
Teach for America applications are still
available:
Teach for America applications and information
can still be obtained in the Center for Service
Learning office in the basement of Wine-Price Hall.
The office is open 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. This program is
open to college graduates and undergraduates.
College students and graduates are placed in rural
or urban school systems where they will get handson teaching experience. Non-education majors are
welcome.
Weekend conference discusses Asian
American issues:
The fifth annual Asian American Student
Conference: "Heritage and Diversity: Tracing the
Asian American Path" will be held Jan. 29-30 at
JMU. The event will include workshops, speakers,
open forum discussion and a career fair.
Registration forms are available at the Office of
Multicultural Affairs in the Warren Campus Center.
The registration fee is $17 for JMU students and
includes a Friday night social, two meals on
Saturday, workshop sessions, speaker sessions and a
Saturday night dance. A $5 registration fee will be
charged for JMU faculty, other interested students
and community members. The fee only covers the
opening ceremony and seminars.
Commuter Student Council has open
positions:
Positions are available for Fall 1993 in the
Commuter Student Council. Applications can be
picked up at the CSC or Center for Off-Campus
Living information desk in Wine-Price Hall.
Applications are due Feb. 15.
Virginia Governor's fellowship offered:
The Virginia Governor's Fellows program is now
accepting applications for its Summer 1993 program.
Applicants must be graduating seniors or enrolled as
degree candidates in a graduate or professional
school. Applicants must also be enrolled in a
Virginia college or university or be a Virginia
resident. The deadline for applications is Feb. 15.
Meditation workshop to be held:
Free meditation workshops will be held in Moody
Hall, room 101 at 7 p.m. every Sunday in January.

■ ■«■■■■
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Calendar of events
Monday

25 Tuesday

• Commuter Student Council meeting, WCC,
Tidewater Room, 5 p.m.
• Black Student Alliance general body meeting,
Harrison Hall Annex, room B-3,7 p.m.
• Sociology Club meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,
7 p.m.
• Center for Service-Learning: On Campus
Community Agencies Orientation P.C^Ballroom, 6-7
p.m., 7-8 p.m. This program will also be held Tucsdaj
at the same times.

..-,.:■.

• Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m.
• SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.
• Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m.
• International internships informational meeting,
Jackson Hall, room 103,6 p.m.
Women's rugby organizational meeting, Chappelear
H „ TV ,
g g.30
6

K

27 Thursday

• Pre-Physical Therapy Society meeting, Burruss
Hall, room 44,5:30 p.m. This meeting is mandatory
for anyone who would like to participate in the
volunteer program. All members are welcome.

• Philosophy and Religion Department Colloquium,
"Mrs. God in the Bible," presented by Diana Edelman,
Duke Hall, room M209,3:30 p.m.

• Soul Food Dinner Theatre, "Sister, Can I Speak to
You?" and "Can I Speak to You, Brother?" P.C.
Ballroom, 6-8 p.m.

• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
B-202,5-6:30 p.m.

• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7-9
p.m.

TUESDAY

MONDAY
HIGH: 44°
f^^fHs--LOW:
Partly/Sunny

35°
PartlyySunny

WEDNESDAY

HIGH: 40°

HIGH: 43°

LOW: 31°

LOW:

29°

Partlifclotidy
*

Source: WQPO/WSVA
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Coming soon
LEASING NOW
LEASING FAST
UNITS STILL
AVAILABLE FOR:

Buy one pint of
Ben & Jerry's
for $2,69
and get a
SECOND ONE
for ONLY $1.99!

Buy one
candy bar
for 55t
and get a
SECOND ONE
for ONLY 300!

Hours: M-F 7AM to Midnight, S-S 9AM to Midnight]

Single persons
Partial Groups
Crad Students

Sigma Phi Epsilon
1993 Spring Ruth

•Scholarship Program
•Sand Volleyball Court
•on-Site Management & Maintenance
•Purnished & Unfurnished Units
•Walking Distance to Campus

715

PORT REPUBLIC ROAD

434*5150

F~/F
o^
2JJ

1,000 WINGS
AND THE
SUPER BOWL
5J0PMAT
THEHOUSE 7:30- 9:00PM

PEN W
HOUSE
8:00PM

W

T.B.A. mm
WPS

r^ BIDS
BIDS
RETURNED
EXTENDED

THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME

UPB EVENTS...
The African American
Drama Company's

Huffd&Un*
JruJCkiciun

Strinf TJMW

Cm+ml
The New
i .i

KEXtiVe

Join The Crew
J.iMH-% MjlllUHl llHllri.ll)

Sister Can 1 Speak to IJou?
Can 1 Speak, to IJou brother?
A Soul Tood Dinner Theatre
Wednesday, January 27,1993
P.C. Ballroom
6:00-8:00p.m.
Cost: 3MU student w/ meat punch: $2.00
w/out punch: $7.00
Faculty & Oen't: $10
Children: $5

I've got two words...

Denis Leary
The Mtv Comedian
January 25th
Wilson Hall
8 p.m.
$5. w/id &$8 door

Movies UPB
Jan. 26 Beverly Hills Cop (Tues)
Jan. 27 Trading Places (Wed)
Jan. 28 Zentropa
(Thurs)
Jan.29 &30 Boomerang (Fri &Sat)
UPB

AH movies, except Sunday: $1.50,7 and 9:30
unless noted. Sunday movies are FREE.
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Focus On Health
Students scramble for quick spring fix
Put on si few pounds over the* lioliilavs?

by Cyndy Uedtke
contributing writer
With spring break less than six weeks
away, fad diets and extreme
exercise begin to strike students as
quick solutions to unwanted
pounds.
Campus nutritionist Michele Cavoto, RD, said
January is traditionally a time when people arc more
concerned with losing weight.
"It's a combination of people letting themselves
go during the break and then realizing that they are
going to be on a beach in Florida in six weeks."
Agnes Hendrick, facilities assistant for the
Godwin Wellness Center, said, "We've seen a lot of
new faces for three basic reasons: people wanting to
get ready for Spring Break, trying to get back into
shape after being at home, and people trying to start
off '93 a little more dedicated."
Regardless of the reason, this is a prime time for
an increase in diets, exercise and weight loss
attempts.
A lot of these people are rushing to slim down
without considering the consequences — some
weight loss attempts can lead to dangerous mental
and physical problems, and the weight often returns.

M

—WWWM«

Patricia Brevard, an assistant professor of health
sciences, said, "This is a notorious time for crash
dieting. In general those are the types of diets that
can possibly be dangerous."
Anne Simmons, who works with weight
management classes in the Health Center, said,
"People need to be careful, there is no such thing as a
quick fix.
"Fad diets are a lot more common, but what is
really needed is a lifestyle change with healthy
eating and an exercise component," she said.
Senior Stephanie Hannum has tried to find a
healthy balance. "Exercise is definitely a compulsion
for me. The more you do it, both mentally and
physically you become addicted."
Hannum, who works out regularly, said she must
discipline herself not to look at others in the gym so
she doesn't compare herself.
"I can't even look at magazines, they are so
unrealistic," she said. "And I think people, mostly
females, look at magazines and have such unrealistic
expectations of how they should look."
Hannum advises that weight loss can be healthy
and safe by eating well, cutting out fats and
exercising moderately.
JMU has several programs to help students
lose weight responsibly and permanently.
These programs have one major theme:
nutrition and activity as a lifestyle change
rather than simply losing weight.

ZERRICK PEARSON/THE BREEZE

Cavoto works with programs to help change the
way students eat by evaluating their diets and
improving them by cutting-fat and calories and
helping students make better dietary choices.
Her center, in entrance seven of Gibbons Hall,
usually works with students on a short-term basis,
but also deals with more serious, long-term weight
problems.
Within the next two weeks, Cavoto and her staff

participate in "adventures" — unique physical
activities such as roller skating and backpacking that
are meant to be enjoyable alternatives to traditional
exercise.
"We want people to feel good about themselves
and that in turn will result in weight loss," Galvin
said.
"Wellness Adventures" will continue for the
entire spring semester and the participants' progress

Tried on your swiiiisuii lately?
NmHI

will be introducing a program providing information
on calorie, carbohydrate and fat content at the
serving lines at D-Hall.
Another weight loss opportunity at JMU promotes
lifestyle changes to improve physical condition. An
independent study called "Wellness Adventures,
Education and Adventure in Weight Loss," was
designed by senior kinesiology major Scott Laidaw
and junior dietetics major Crisla Galvin as an
alternative to routine weight loss and exercise
methods.
Program participants, currently four women and
one man, will learn about healthier diets and will

"'':■■-

f :

'
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will be monitored throughout. The group plans to
climb to the peak of Mount Rogers, the highest
mountain in Virginia, as the final adventure.
"If they're happy with what they're doing then
they'll lose weight, and that's what matters," Laidaw
said.
This independent study, which is being advised by
Brevard and assistant kinesiology professor Judith
Flohr, is the first of its kind at JMU.
According to Flohr it is also different from many
commercial diet plans that are on the market.
"The traditional approach to weight loss is not
working."

DIET DIET
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Dart...
To whoever is responsible for not putting
down a gravel path through the muddy area
between Hillside and the bridge to the tennis
courts. It takes knee-high boots and a strong
will to slosh your way through that area.
Laying down gravel would greatly assist
everyone forced to make that journey daily.

Pat...

America needs gun control
Although 30,000 people die and 200,000
others are injured by guns in America
every year, many still believe that the
Constitution guarantees everyone the
unconditional "right to bear arms." Now some
Virginians say that a proposal limiting handgun
purchases in Virginia to one per month threatens one
of their essential freedoms.
But Americans don't need this "freedom"
anymore. The days of having to defend yourself and
your family from the dangers of the wilderness, or an
impending Redcoat attack, are long gone. Now we
have local police and a national military to protect
us, but Americans are still resistant to having gun
purchases regulated. Even the "Brady bill," the idea
of a five-day waiting period for a background check
before buying a gun, can't get passed in Congress
because of the power of the national gun lobby.
Americans need to wake up to the reality of the
devastating violence that the prevalence of guns has
brought to this country. Some polls have indicated
that between 150 and 200 million guns are
circulating in the United States among civilians. A
1989 survey showed that nearly three out of five
Americans own guns.
And more youths died in this country every 100
hours in 1991 than American service people died in
the entire Persian Gulf War. In 1990, 13,035 people
died from firearm murders.
Despite the incredible escalation of firearms
murders, Virginians have been resistant to even the
mildest of restrictions. Although citizens must pass a
test in order to drive, must buy hard alcohol at a
state-controlled store, must obtain a license to fish,
you don't have to pass a safety training course to buy
a gun. Virtually anyone can walk into any of of the

241,000 licensed gun dealers across the country and
walk out with a firearm.
And buying a gun in Virginia is easier than in
states with higher crime rates. Because of these
weaker laws, Virginia has become a major source of
illegal guns for the rest of the country. Drug dealers
and other criminals from states with tougher laws
send operatives to Virginia to buy guns for arsenals
all over the United States.
That's one of the main reasons Gov. L. Douglas
Wilder has pushed for this one-gun-a-month law. But
he faces an uphill battle. Virginia has traditionally
been a strong base of support for the National Rifle
Association, especially from hunters.
Even though Wilder's law is a step in the right
direction this one law cannot curb the growing use of
guns in the state. Virginia, and the rest of the nation,
should take a look at the success other countries have
had with strict gun control laws. Among developed
countries, America has the most deaths by handguns
per year — 8,915. The country that ranks second is
Switzerland — with only 53.
Like these countries have done, America needs to
abandon the outdated idea that its citizens have an
unconditional right to bear arms. The country needs
a mandatory waiting period, a thorough background
check, and a national computer network of people
who own guns, how many they own, what kind, their
criminal record, etc. Until the country realizes that
the unconditional right to bear arms perpetuates
violence in America, our country will continue to be
a world leader — in killing its own citizens.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

Mumford...etOor QaykQfan...managingedtor QnmtJerding...opinionedtor
■. Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no ; i
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space avaibble basis.
They must be delivered to The Bree?e by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m Friday
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University.

A musical pat to Dr. John Milliard, a JMU
music professor, who was asked to write a
composition for President Clinton's
Inauguration. Hilliard's piece, "Fanfare for a
New Beginning," was played at Immanuel
Baptist Church for the presidential processional.

Dart
To all the moronic joggers who feel they have
to use the street to run in when there is a
perfectly good sidewalk right beside them. Use
your brains, if you have them, people. Or do
you want to get hit?!
Sent in by a contented sidewalk user.

Pat.,
A professional pat to the Office of Career
Services for providing excellent resources and
resume critiques for desperate job-hunting
students. Graduating seniors may actually find a
job after all... NOT!

Dart...
A frigid, freezing, slickery dart to the JMU
administration for not canceling morning
classes on Thursday due to the severely
inclimate weather. Most students found it
difficult to get down their front sidewalks
without becoming one with the cement much
less-walking all the way to class. If the
conditions were bad enough to close sections of
1-81,1-64 and the Harrisonburg Transit system,
classes should have been canceled.

Pat.,
To Zoe Baird for removing her name from
consideration for Attorney General after reports
of her hiring illegal aliens surfaced during the
confirmation hearings. And one to President
Clinton for taking responsibility for choosing
her.

'
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Letters to the Editor
'Pro-choice' allows the right
to dispose of another human'

'Cemetery on the commons'
shows lack of concern

Men of Madison calendar
cancelled due to lack of funds

To the editor:

To the editor

To the editor:

I an writing to discuss an experience I had today. I was
sitting at the "Cemetery on the commons'' when a person
passed by and stopped to comment. He began by asking,
"what the point was."
I responded. To show students that women are dying
from 'safe, legal abortions'" and asked if he thought these
women knew that only 25 states required that abortion
providers to be licensed physicians — in some states lab
technicians are allowed to perform abortions.
He responded by saying, These women were stupid
for not finding out about their abortionists."
I asked him if he thought since they were stupid they
deserved to die.
There was no response.
Then I pointed to the grave next to where we were
standing and said, "This girl was 13, how could she have
known?"
He answered, "Thirteen and pregnant — she would
have been a blight on society anyhow."
To which I'said, "That's a fabulous way to talk about
another human being."
To which he said, "Well, we're never going to agree.
I'm pro-choice," and walked away.
Pro-choice by its definition means holding the belief
that one human being should have the right to choose to
dispose of another human being.
However, I was quite surprised today to find out that
some pro-choice people also believe that not only the child
but also the mother — if she was a blight on society — is
also disposable. I realized that once we as a society allow
one human being's life to be extinguished its only a
question of time until all life becomes extinguishabte.

I am addressing the group which chose to promote itself
by placing tombstone-like reminders of those women who
have died as a result of legal abortions.
I do not agree with your choice of promotion and I
would like to ask if you are concerned with these women
and their unfortunate deaths, or if you are simply using their
fate to further your own cause?
I would like to think that you are concerned with these
women and if this is so, I would like to suggest that you use
these women to promote safer, legal abortions, not
transferring their names and dates of death to these
tombstones. How can you be sure that they would want to
be remembered in such a way? You surely couldn't have
asked them and you cannot assume they would have agreed
with your beliefs.
If you are not concerned with these women and their
deaths, then please stop these advertising techniques. It is
embarrassing that women would exploit the misfortunes and
decisions of other women in such a careless and
disrespectful manner.
I do not need to go on defending pro-choice — we have
heard the arguments before. I would like to point out to this
group that women have been dying as a result of abortion
for centuries. Do you negate these women and their lives
because their abortions were illegal? Their actions were
identical to the women whom you were using as martyrs on
Wednesday.
The women before 1973 are still victims of unsafe
abortions. Do not forget that laws are arbitrary and that
death is not. All these women are united in this way and
your efforts to distinguish some from others are wrong. Let
us remember ALL of those women who have died and
move on to preventing similar deaths in the future.

On behalf of the Association of Collegiate
Entrepreneurs, I am disappointed to announce that the 1993
Men of Madison Calendar has been officially cancelled.
This decision was made due to expected losses of about
$500. The reasons for these expected losses include, but are
not limited to, the economy, the decision to distribute the
calendars free to JMU students, and the high costs
associated with this project
In response to the requests of an improvement in
overall quality compared with the 1992 Men of Madison
Calendar, ACE decided to upgrade the quality of the 1993
calendar at almost double the cost.
We felt this improved product would then become a
JMU standard for years to come. Unfortunately, the
advertising revenue that was generated did not meet this
cost increase.
In addition, ACE would like to thank the 40 men who
expressed interest in modeling in the calendar. ACE also
would like to thank the local Harrisonburg businesses who
decided to purchase advertising space in the calendar .We
appreciate your support and hope that you will continue to
support ACE if we decide to pursue this project again in the
future.
Once again, we apologize for not being able to publish
the 1993 Men of Madison Calendar. ACE is currently
planning its activities for the next year.
The 1994 Men (or Women) of Madison calendar may
be included in these plans.
If you have any comments or suggestions, please drop
us a line at P.O. Box 7057.
Mark Schneider
president

Maureen McCuMough
co-president First Right

Barbara Yamell
EngMsh
Junior

$Q99

y + tax

(each pizza)
One large pizza with
UNLIMITED TOPPINGS...
ChoOSe all yOUr JaVOriteS!

Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs
management
senior

PIZZA
433-3776

Any large
one item pizza
(2nd pizza only $5)

■ One coupon per order. Limited delivery area

$950

$8"

y + tax

" + ta:
tax

Any large
two item pizza
(2nd pizza only $5)
^jr*' ^rt,^« One coupon per order. Limited delivery area
p£ i^-.jy^.'- '■• ■•<?" ■■■■■■■in
i

$799
/ +tax

433-3776

Any two big 12" subs
and two 16 oz. drinks
One coupon per order. Limited delivery area
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Tuesday only
PIZZA
433-3776

$12"
A-£rf + tax
ta
Two large
one item
pizzas

l WDTHC MICE K THCTW4K

One coupon per order. limited delivery area
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;ArHs+ explores deptks oj v\e~v suwounc
by Barbara Awuaukye
staff writer
Look beyond the obvious.
Elizabeth Murray, whose work is currently on display in Sawhill
Gallery, challenges her audiences with her complex work. Murray, a
New York artist, said in a lecture Friday to about 100 people in
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre that she has tried to explore the depths of
her surroundings in her painting
and in her life.
At first glance, Murray's
prints show a mesh of colorful
splashes and strokes of paint.
But as the eye and mind wander,
everyday objects like cups,
tables and dogs come into focus.
For example, "Hand on Head," a
six-color lithograph, portrays a
hand emerging from a head or a
cup.
"My desire is to get the]
audience to respond, not just to
please," she said.
Murray explained that her
work hasn't always existed in its
present form. With the birth of
her first child, she began to
experiment with shapes.
"I explored shapes being inside other shapes, and the shapes inside
began to have meaning," she said. "At this point in my life, I was
beginning to pull things together. I was feeling that I really had a
vision."
These successful images surfaced as she totally immersed herself

in her work. "I was beginning to care less whether I understood life
or not," she said.
"What fascinates me is that the shapes themselves pull up from me
some very unexpected images," Murray said in New York Magazine.
"When I draw up plans for the shapes, I do it very quickly. I try not to
think or to get involved with correcting them. When I put the shapes
up on the wall and start painting on them, they surprise me."
Stuart Downs, director of Sawhill Gallery, said Murray's highly
esteemed work has been
exhibited at major art
institutions including the
Whitney Museum of
American Art, the
Metropolitan Museum of
Art,
and
Boston's
Museum of Fine Arts.
Some featured works in
her exhibit at Sawhill
include a series of prints,
"Her Story," accompanied
by Anne Walden's poems
and "States I-V", a series
of lithographs, showing
five different stages of a
single image.
'She is quite unusual,
ROB CALVERTAHE BREEZE and u „ exciUng lQ knQW
she has explored things in painting that no other artists have," Downs
said.
Growing up in the '60s and '70s as a female artist wasn't easy for
Murray. She remembers entering the Institute of Art in Chicago as a
bobby-socks girl in Pendleton skirts, and emerging "wearing black
stockings and heavy eye make-up and reading Kierkegaard."
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Student exkibit demons

SHARON LOVERING/THE BREEZE

(Above) Madonnas sit atop one of Paul McMullan's
columns.
(Left) McMullan's works are curentfy in Zirkle House.

by Carrie Rosicky
contributing writer
Images take shape through the clay sculptures
now on display at Zirkle House.
When working with clay, a ceramist seeks to
sustain the vitality inherent in the properties of
the medium rather than controlling it
Senior Paul McMullan demonstrates this
harmony in a Zirkle House exhibit of his most
recent ceramic works. McMullan's show is the
first in a series highlighting artistic talent at
JMU this semester.
In the exhibit, four large ceramic columns
overwhelmingly dominate the room. The
structures, made of stacked cylindrical segments,
draw heavily from the contrasting forms of large
machinery and human anatomy. Glazed in flat
pastels, much of the columns are bare, exposing
a warm, red clay body.
The juxtaposition of solid mechanical forms

with organic forms s
first glance. But c
concept of the anator
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Upcoming...

)uring that time, the school
: a "beehive of bohemianism."
tfter her undergraduate work,
entered the Master of Fine
s program at Mills College in
thern California. It was there
said she learned to paint large
c images.
ihe also became fascinated
li the art work of Gorky and
ihenburg. "There were not
ly female artists who had vital
k, so all my role models were
e," she said.
Vhile Murray was being
Dduced to an array of artwork
ian Francisco, she still had a
lantic view of what an artist
ROB CALVERT/THE BREEZE
uld be — a risk taker. So, she
married, moved to New York (Left) Elizabeth Murray's States l-V are part of the recent Sawhill Gallery exhibit.
I immediately faced the
(Above) Murray discusses Cubist influences with Tracy Mossman, a graduate from
Iness of reality,
n New York she did what Kansas City Art Institute.
st artists do — rented a loft with a studio. She said that York Magazine, and Elle Decor the 52-year-old artist said she has
ipendence was thrilling at first, but after waking up to trash trucks always been reluctant to push her career, because all she wants to do
is paint. She has managed to keep some privacy in her personal life
a full-time teaching job every morning, the novelty wore off.
I had no idea what my interests were, and it was a big let down of and career.
A famous painter "once said that when an artist becomes a
it I wanted my life to be like."
lecause of her earlier life experiences, her work has an success, you never see the artist again," she said. "When you meet
iractness that may be closer to the truth than her former work. the artist, you meet a faker. I fight against it all the time."
Elizabeth Murray Prints will run in Sawhill Gallery through Feb.
ether she paints coffee cups, dogs, chairs or tables, "the images in
11. Sawhill Gallery is Monday through Friday 10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
paintings all represent something," she said.
Uthough Murray has made it into the pages of Newsweek, New and Saturday and Sunday 1:30-4:30-p.m.

hout this series, are depicted in
mensional form typical of clay
mensional form typical of print
o dimensional form uses glaze
echnique of scratching into the
ilism, such as four Madonnas
p one column, allows for wide
rom the audience. Although
lis works have a lot of personal

• "Elizabeth Murray: Prints 1979-1990,"
Jan. 11-Feb. 7, Sawhill Gallery,
Duke Hall.
• "Lisa Titus: Derivations of Venus,"
Jan. 18-Feb. 13, New Image Gallery,
Zirkle House.
• "Ceramics by Paul McMullan," Jan.
18-30, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Artworkby David Whittenand
Laurie AnneTarkingtpn," Jan. 18-30,
The Other Cattery, Zirkle House.

music
• Ashley Barret, oboe recital>& pjn., Jan.
26, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
• University of Kentucky hibk ensemble,
8 p.m., Jan. 27, WHson Auditorium.
• Krisri Blalock, flute recital and Donna
Ott, trumpet recita^|^Q» Jan. 29,
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
• Kara Johnson, piano recital, 6 p.m., Jan.
29, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.

xst^a+es p rope Hies of clay
fns seems completely ironic at
>ut despite the contrast, the
atomy of machinery goes hand
matomy of the human body,
previous experience in print
ifferent medium, influences his
ics. Human organs, found

at Mil

meaning, he enjoys the diverse interpretations
popular cultural symbols produce. In fact, he
prefers to leave his works untitled so the
audience doesn't limit its interpretation.
McMullan captures a certain energy in his
works. Within the column's inherently stable
and solid form, the artist captures a sense of
movement and vigor with his technique.
For example, many ceramists fight the
properties of clay. But by understanding his
medium, McMullan uses those characteristics to
his advantage.
More than just expect these somewhat
unpredictable properties, a ceramist must
recognize that they can be considered a blessing
rather than a curse. Paul McMullan has
developed that understanding.
McMullan's exhibit will run in Zirkle House
through Jan. 30. Gallery hours are 12-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday and 12-4 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday. For more information call x6869.

• Contemporary Music Festival, 8 p.m.,
Jan. 31-Feb. 3, Wilson Auditorium.

theatre
• "The Lion in Winter," 8 p.m., Jan. 2730,2 p.m., Jan. 30, Theatre 11.

misc.
• UPB Presents: Perus Leary, 8 p.m., Jan.
25, Wilson Auditorium.
• UPB Presents: Dp. Bertioe Berry, 8
p.m., Jan. 28> Wilson Auditorium.
SHARON LOVERING/THI BREEZE
i '■'■ "
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WALK TO CAMPUS
APARTMENTS

*3
*4
*5
*5

BR
BR
BR
BR

Furnished Condos
Furnished Condos
Furnished Condos
Unfurnished Apts.

on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)

All units personally managed by owner. Sixteen years of experience servicing
student rental leases. For further information, call 434-3509. 8a.m.-10p.m.

OLD NEWS
IS
GOOD FOR
SOMETHING
PLEASE RECYCLE
OLD NEWSPAPERS

JMU Class
of'94

RING
DAY

swfe^LtB*
•%«•«**
$?,

0!Ni

fceWfl*
0

m
Order your college
ring NOW.

JOSTENS

AV

Mitftt

sart

to:

8MB*
•;;-

• \G

DATE: Jan 26-27
TIME: 10-3 p.m.
PLACE: Grafton-Stovall
DEPOSIT: $10

Music will be provided by WXJM.
Gibbons will show Elvis flicks, also.
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Caustic comedian comes to Wilson Hall
by Meredith Walters
staff writer
He is a leather clad, chain smoking,
white tornado sent to shake us up. He's
the man Andrew Dice Clay was loo
stupid to be. And, he's coming to JMl!
tonight.
He's Denis Leary and he has three
words lor you: no one's sale.
In his one minute rantings on Ml V,
Leary paces like an expectant lather,
poking fun at the ugly babies ol pop
culture like the
Pompadoured
Reverend. "Three words lor AI
Sharpton: Martin Ludier King."

P R E V I E

PHOTO COURTESY OF UPB
Denis Leary is best known for his MTV, chain smoking antics.

Madison Manor

I cary's stand-up is equally caustic.
It's not just a pecking party on a goof)
guy in the front row. Everyone is juke
fodder
including the dead and/or
Holy.
"It's a good thing Jesus died when he
did because il he had lived lo he 4(1. he
would have ended up like Elvis," Leary
said in one ol his routines.
But you don't have to be a deity lo
draw lire from the comedian.
Environmentalists are also favorite
victims of Lcary's.
When Sting toured the world
pleading for an end to the destruction of
the rainforests, he took with him an
Amazon Indian whose lop lip was
stretched around a wooden disc. "Il
would have made a grcal ashtray,"
Leary said.

Lcary's main nemesis is ihe sell-help
group of the SOs. "I hate the mew ling."
he said in a column for Details. "Join
the club. I thought I was going to be a
starting center fielder lor the Boston
Red Sox. Life sucks, (let a helmet."
Where did all this angst come from.'
Leary often recounts how rough the
nuns at his Catholic school were. He
grew up in a world where. "The police
and priests and nuns all knew your
family.
"1 drank some ol the Hol> wine, and
the priest told m> father it would cost
S200 to have me reinstated."
But Lcary's not just another ioker. he
is a seasoned actor as well. He decided
to get into show business al age 1 •
when lie was cast in a production ol
"Auntie Maine" in Boston
He studied acting al I met
College where he later taught drama
and appeared in productions at the
Charlcstown Working Theater. He also
performed in Shakespeare productions
After performing in "Load I
Weapon I" with Emilio Estcvc/., Learj
joked on Entertainment Tonight, I
already have a sequel in mind. Nun
with a Gun. You like il?"
If you plan to attend the show, bo
ready for some caustic humor. And
please, for your own safety, leave your
EARTH mugs at home.

Denis Leary will perform in Wilson
Hall at H p.m. tonight. Tickets < an he
purchased al the UPB office until 3
p.m. for $5 with JAC card. Tickets are
$8 for the general public and al the
door.

UPB Movies UPB

NOW LEASING
Affordable 2 bedroom
condos with 2 full bathrooms
RENT Starting at $450
Features at
Madison Manor:

• Pool
• Weight Room
• Fireplaces
• Tennis Court

Also Available: A limited number of 3 bedroom condos

Thursday January 28,1993
P.C. Ballroom Midnight
Listen toWXJM to win tickets!!!

434•6166
Berkeley

Realty. Inc. of Harrisonburg

MAV15CW
MANOR

All movies, except Sunday: $1 50

&3

TTi
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OPEN
HOUSE
TONIGHT
9:00 PM

f>©0

gers

JTt

TRAINING ASSISTANT
TransAmerica Marketing Services, Inc. is
looking for an undergraduate student,
preferably a Junior or Senior, who is
pursuing a teaching degree to assist in
their training dept.
• 20 hours per week (flexible)
• $6.00 per hour

f* nets WK#WW tt^\\\Q\)\)"UJJ^

If interested, please call Ms. Miller at 434-2311
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. EOE

9

Superbowl Special at Sff&lflKV S
Thursday -Sunday
•3 foot SUPERBOWL SUB-assorted meats and cheeses-serves 15 people
$10 Off COlipOIl ($29.95 w/coupon)

Daily Specials:
Order Now!
•Quickie Lunch $2.99
•Every Monday & Sunday-$6 What the Gang Ordered-serves 3
•Late Night Appetizers-$1 Off after 11pm
•Check out our other great new specials!

fSWUWTOJB
An 18 Year Tradition
Harrisonburg's FUN Restaurant

-*f#

434»7647
60 W. Water Street»Harrisonburg
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1993 ASIAN-AMERICAN
STUDENT CONFERENCE
JAN. 29-30

Dancer emphasizes
seriousness of jazz
by Tiffany Hartzell
contributing writer

Heritage and Diversity :
Tracing the Asian-American Path
AA««

rs»»

James Madison University

HIGHLIGHTS:
•Dr. SamualMok, Former Chief
Financial Officer for the U.S.
Treasury Department

NEXT WAVE

•Ms. Daphne Kwok, Executive
Director of the Organization of
Chinese Americans
REGISTRATION FEE: $17 (includes all meals Fri. and Sat)
Registration fee includes Fri. night activities, all workshop seminars, keynote speakers, and the Sat. night dance. A $5 registration fee is available for anyone interested in attending keynote
speakers and workshop seminars ONLY.

Can jazz be serious? Daniel Nagrin
thinks so. The theatre and dance
department presented a lecture by
the choreographer in Godwin Hall's
dance studio Friday night.
Nagrin is considered a pioneer of
dance and an inspiration to many,
according to Shane O'Hara, head of the
dance
department.
Nagrin's
accomplishments include performing on
Broadway, where he was once voted
Best Male Dancer. He recently received
an honorary doctorate of the arts from
Arizona State for his contribution to
dance.
Nagrin began his lecture with a film
clip of his jazz dance dating back to
1948.
He stressed the importance of
expression in all forms. As a young
college student he said he was shy and

insecure about himself and his physical
coordination. When one of his dance
heroes laughed at him for wanting to
pursue a career in the field, he knew at
that moment that he was going to
become a successful dancer.
"It"s amazing how high you bounce
back after a disappointment," he said.
Nagrin said his movement always has
an inner intention. He considers himself
a silent actor because when he dances,
he transforms himself into something or
someone else.
It's fine not to always understand
jazz, according to Nagrin, because art
deals with questions that are not always
answerable. He said the problem of
entertainment is that in aiming to please
the audience, you are giving them a
message on a silver platter.
His advice to college students was,
"It's okay to flounder a little bit because
it wasn't until I was 40 years old that I
was doing what I loved."

¥
No Arts Meeting Tonight!
Next Meeting: Feb. 1

Registration forms are available at the Info. Desk and the Office
of Multicultural Student Services in WCC. If you have any
questions, call Shabu x7161 or Rob 433-1900.
*

GTE's UNIVERSITY 2000. FOR YOV,
the off-campus PC nset
Tired of running back and
forth to the library?
Computer lab?
Aren't we all. So, GTE has created the U2000. With
19.2 kbs, it gives you true digital connectivity to
the JMU host VAX system. It also allows for
voice/data utilization at the same time, on the
same telephone line. So try it.
Students must be preapproved by JMU telecomunications.
Call 568-6108
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(PIZZA]

MM*

433-PAPA
(433-7272)

PROUD
SUPPORTERS
BASKETBALL!

Large Pizza w/1 Topping
and Breadsticks $797
Additional Toppings 95*
Not valid w/any other coupon

RESERVE

DON'T
PROCRASTINATE!
If you want to study abroad in
Florence, Salamanca, Paris or London,
submit an application by February 1.
Information available in the Office of
International Education, Paul Street
House (x6419).

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

Every 22
minutes,
someone
dies in an
alcohol-related
automobile
crash.
Don't let it
be you*
Don't let it
be your
friend.

Friends
don't
let
friends
drive
drank.

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.
Army ROTC scholarships pay off twice, with money
towards your education and five weeks of nursing
experience in an Army hospital
Hundreds of nursing students win Army ROTC
scholarships every year. You can, too.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAIL
CONTACT: MAJOR JOHN BAfLESS

PHONE: (703) 568-3633
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Davis' 29 leads JMU
over Spiders, 90-70
by Joe Kornik
sports editor
With back to back drubbings of
Colonial Athletic Association
powerhouses Old Dominion and
Richmond, the Dukes are now
officially on a roll.
With their 90-70 win over
conference rival Richmond on
Saturday night at the Convocation
Center, JMU has moved to 5-0 in the
CAA and 12-4 overall. The Spiders
fell to 3-2 in the conference and 7-7
on the year.
But things started out slowly for
JMU. With nearly seven minutes gone
in the first half, the Dukes had only
two points and found themselves
trailing the Spiders 8-2.
Enter William Davis.
"When Davis comes in, I want to
go out," Richmond head coach Dick
Tarrant said. "I want to leave the
building and go back up into the
locker room or something. What can
you say, he is such a marvelous
player."
All the 6-foot-5 senior forward did
ne game's
game s next
nexi six points
punu.s
was score the
on his way to a game-high 29 points

• I

on 11-12 shooting from the floor.
How's that for a spark off the bench?
"When you're hot, you're hot,"
Davis said. "It's to the point now
where every shot I take feels like it's
going in. Right now I feel like I can
take my man every time."
'Hot' may be putting it mildly. In
his last two games, Davis has
averaged 28 points on 23-26 shooting
and hasn't missed in eight tries from
the charity stripe.
"He's on a roll, his shots arc hitting
up on the rim soft and falling for
him," head coach Lefty Driesell said.
"William is so tough to stop because
in our motion offense he is moving all
the time so it is tough to deny him the
ball."
And when it wasn't Davis, it was
the Dukes' pressure defense that gave
the Spiders fits all evening.
"The key for us was definitely our
defense," Driesell said. "We were
aggressive, we denied, we trapped a
little bit and took them right out of
their offense."
Richmond, who had only eight
turnovers in its two previous games
combined, coughed
ball up
up *.«
20
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Senior Paul Carter netted 18 points in Saturday night's victory.

U snaps Dukes' seven-game winning streak
I^MMfej

bv Drew vanEsselstyn
vanEsselstvn
by
senior writer

MIKE HEFFNERTHE BREEZE

Junior point guard Gail ShePy played 39
of the 40 minutes of Sunday's game.

After racking up seven straight victories despite
numerous injuries, the JMU women's basketball
team came to a collective thud against a more
athletic and experienced Old Dominion team Sunday
at the Convocation Center, 71-42.
"It's pretty obvious to me that Old Dominion has
the best athletes and the most experience in the
conference," head coach Shelia Moorman said. "And
they are certainly doing the job since conference play
began."
JMU dropped to 10-5, 3-1 in the Colonial Athletic
Association. ODU boosted its record to 7-6, 4-0 in
the CAA.
The Dukes shot a dismal 25 percent from the floor
for the game, and only 21 percent in the first half.
The Monarchs also forced 31 JMU turnovers, which
led to multiple fast break opportunities that resulted
in easy baskets.
"We lack the offensive punch that we had earlier
in the season," Moorman said. "The biggest
difference is that they turned so many of our
mistakes into easy baskets. We have to try to become
a better basketball team."
The benefactor of most of the Dukes' defensive
lapses was junior forward Celeste Hill, who led
ODU with 26 points and seven rebounds in 25
minutes of action.
The first 12 minutes of play saw the Monarchs
jump out to a 23-8 lead before Moorman called a
timeout to try to settle her team down. But it turns
out that nothing could save the Dukes from their own
shooting woes and the ODU pressure defense.
With a little more than four minutes to go in the
—1«——M——

f rst na|
lnc
first
Dukes' struggle against the Monarch
' half,
f- the
Monarcl
defense came to a head. Junior guard Gail Shelly got
caught in the comer and whistled for a five second
call, and less than a minute later, the JMU offense
was stilled again when the shot clock ran out.
When the two teams headed for the locker rooms
at halflime, Hill had scorched JMU for 17 first-half
points and guard Shonda DeBcrry added eight
points off the bench.
"Celeste is a good player that deserves more
attention than we gave her," Moorman said. "She's a
post-up player who's able to handle the ball on the
perimeter. [Kara RaUiff and Heather Hopkins] will
be able to figure it out before that happens again."
After the intermission, JMU was a bit more
successful on the offensive end, led by 16 secondhalf points from freshman forward Hopkins. Their
shooting percentage rose to 32 percent, but it still
wasn't enough as ODU held the Dukes at bay as the
JMU players fatigued.
"It's a positive that we continued to fight,"
Moorman said of her team's 32-27 effort in the
second half. "But effort has never been a concern."
After sophomore guard Mary Eileen Algeo hit
from 15 feet out on the left wing 30 seconds into the
second half, JMU was held scoreless for the next
4:30. During that stretch, ODU increased its
advantage to 29 points with about 14 minutes left
The one shining moment for the Dukes was
during the next three minutes, as the lead was
trimmed to 22 points. The rally was capped off by a
long baseball-pass from Hopkins to Algeo off the
inbounds play.
But from that point on, ODU delivered the knock-

mm*
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Liberty pins Ml), 22-16
The JMU men's wrestling team
fell on some hard luck Saturday
night
The combination of a strong
Liberty team and a pair of two point
losses contributed to a 22-16 loss in
Sinclair Gymnasium.
The Dukes fell to 4-3, while
Liberty upped its record to 8-2 on
the year.
"We wrestled pretty well," head
coach Jeff Bowyer said. "I really
wasn't disappointed with our
performance.''
The match was up for grabs all
night. Both Sean McKenzie and Josh
Henson lost their matches by only
two points.
"We just ended up on the bad end
of the stick," Bowyer said. "If we
wrestled them again it could be a
totally different outcome."
Bowyer was most impressed with
sophomore Pete Smith. WresUing
in the 118-pound weight class,
Smith won 3-2.
"This was his first time in the
lineup as a sophomore," Bowyer
said. "He did a really good job."

Davis
CONTINUED from page21

times against the Dukes.
"We had too many unforced
turnovers and when you play a team
like this you have to play error-free
basketball — and we didn't play error
free," Tarrant said. "A big game like
this we have to play at our pace and
you can't run your structured offense
against a team that just won't let you."
Seniors Paul Carter and Jeff
Chambers shared the responsibility of
shutting down Richmond's senior
forward Kenny Wood for most of the
evening, holding him to only four
points — 13 below his season
average.
"We denied Wood the ball as much
as we could," Carter said. "He is such
an excellent player and I don't think
he got the shots that he wanted
tonight."
But JMU did. The Dukes continued
their torrid shooting as they shot
nearly 58 percent from die floor.
Aside from the heroics of Davis,
Carter also had an excellent night
shooting the basketball as he tallied 18
points on 7-9 shooting.
The backcourt scoring consistency
continued for the Dukes as senior

Moorman
CONTINUED from page 21

out punch, widening its lead back to
29 and coasted the rest of the way.
JMU once again played with only
eight players suited up. Sophomore
forward Krissy Heinbaugh continues
to battle back from her bout with
mononucleosis, and there is no
timetable set for her return. And three
other Dukes remained sidelined with
knee injuries.
Hopkins' 16 points were a careerhigh, and she was the only JMU

Bowyer says the many of the
team's mistakes are simply a result
of the team's youth and
inexperience. In Saturday's match,
the Dukes sent two freshman, five
sophomores, two juniors and only
one senior to the mat.
JMU was also wrestling without
three of its key wrestlers. Freshman
Doug Dctrick is ill and sophomore
Brian Gray has been unable to
wrestle because of knee surgery.
Sophomore Chris Lull was also
absent from the lineup.
"We do have some injuries,**
Bowyer said, "but our backups are
very good."
With a series of Colonial Athletic
Association matches on the horizon,
Bowyer is confident of his team's
chances.
"If we're healthy and continue to
improve every day, we're capable of
winning the CAA," Bowyer said.
"We have that much talent"
JMU's next match is Jan. 27 at
home against Virginia Tech.
— Kevin Finch

point guard Bryan Edwards and
sophomore guard Kent Culuko each
added 13.
Freshman Kareem Robinson played
a strong second half for the Dukes
after junior forward Clayton Ritter
fouled out with more than 12 minutes
remaining in the contest. Robinson
pulled down four second-half
rebounds and blocked two shots.
"Kareem Robinson played a great
ball game for us," Driesell said. "He
didn't score much, but he gave us
some help on the boards and he's a
force inside. When Kareem gets a
rebound, nobody takes it away from
him."
The Dukes have scored at least 90
points in all five of their CAA games
and have had an average margin of
victory of more than 16 points.
"They are a yard above any other
team we've seen this year in the
league," Tarrant said. "They beat
William & Mary by 20 points on their
court and we beat them by one — you
don't have to be Phi Beta Kappa to
figure that one out."
The Dukes goes for their sixth
straight win when they travel to
Bender Arena to play American
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

player in double figures. Algeo pulled
down a game-high nine rebounds and
dished out four assists, which led all
players.
JMU had scored an average of 72.9
points per game for the season, but
were limited to a little more than half
that against the Monarchs. And the
Dukes' leading scorer, sophomore
forward Ratliff, who averages 16.4
points per game, was held to a seasonlow four points. Ratliff had scored in
double figures in all of JMU's games
prior to Sunday.

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

The self-proclaimed Ralph's Mouths whoop it up Saturday.

Students stand up and
demand to be heard
by Ian Record
senior writer
Fans
invading
JMU's
Convocation Center this year are
going to greater lengths than ever
before to be noticed.
Opposing teams have to contend
with the merciless taunting of
Ralph's Mouths and the Turbans at
one end of the court, and the
Basketball Heads and Kareem's
Korner at the other. Throw in the
JMU Pep Band and 7,500 other
screaming fans, and the Convo
quickly becomes pure chaos.
Just ask freshman Joe Flanagan,
one of the originators of Ralph's
Mouths, a group of JMU students
who paint their faces, wear shirts
with the word "Ralph" spraypainted on their chests in honor of
assistant coach Ralph Sampson.
"Dressing like this gives the
crowd something to rally behind,"
he said. "And this kind of craziness
is spreading. We had 12 people
originally and we are growing. We
have had requests for Ralph Shirts,
too."
Fellow Ralph Mouth freshman
Paul Hutter agreed. "We've got a
lot more people painting their faces
now. We want to intimidate and be
known as the roughest house in the
CAA
[Colonial
Athletic
Association] — the worst house to
play in Virginia."
Flanagan said their home-game
attire is a tribute to Sampson, who
graduated from Harrisonburg High
before starring at the University of
Virginia.
"He's a hometown man who
doesn't have to do this job. But he
comes out here — he doesn't need
the money — but he does it
anyway. You've got to give him
the support"
Sampson said these kinds of
fans bring excitement to the Convo
Center.
"The crowd comes to be
entertained and have a good time,"
he said. "When they do stuff like

this, they are having a good time.
This is a way for the fans to be
recognized and it is an added plus
for the team.
"And it is fun to have a personal
following," he said.
Seniors Jim McDaniel and
Andrew Spannaus decided to show
their support in a different way,
sporting basketball hats as the selfproclaimed "Basketballheads."
"Doing this gets everyone really
excited, especially the other fans,"
Spannaus said.
And, he said, decorating
yourself for a home game is
relatively cheap.
Spannaus and McDaniel
purchased basketballs from, a local
discount store for about $10 and
then painted them purple and gold
for the occasion, McDaniel said.
Ralph's fan club bought a box of
white T-shirts at the beginning of
the season. After buying spray
paint for the shirts, their only
expense since has been the face
paint, available locally at stores
such as Glen's Fair Price Store for
less than a dollar a stick.
And these rabid fans will do
anything in their power to get
noticed. One JMU student shaved
his head, painted it, and wore
nothing but boxer shorts to
Saturday's victory over the Spiders
of Richmond.
Ralph's Mouths show up at the
Convo as early as an hour and a
half before the game to ensure
themselves of a spot in one of the
"end-zone" bleacher sections, an
area closest to the court
"I think we rub off on the fans
as well as the players," McDaniel
said. "When the players see us
wearing basketballs on our heads
like idiots, I think it helps them —
and our home record is showing
it"
After Saturday's thrashing of the
Spiders, the Dukes' record at the
Electric Zoo stands at 9-1, their
only loss against George
Washington two weeks ago.
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SPORTS

SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS

WEEKEND

Women's gymnastics
defeats Rutgers
The JMU women's gymnastics team
upped its record to 2-0 Saturday with a
win over Rutgers.
Julie Cardinali took first in the floor
exercise with a score of 9.4. Sharie
Murphy's 9.15 in the vault and Jennifer
Grinnell's 9.2 in the uneven parallel bars
were also good enough for first place.
Murphy also place third in all-around.
The team returns to action on Jan. 30
in a four-team meet featuring Cornell,
Northeastern and Kent State.

School record broken
Tiombe Hurd set a school record over
the weekend in the triple jump with a
mark of 40 feet, 11 inches, breaking the
old mark by three inches at the Marriott
Invitational in Blacksburg.
With her effort, Hurd qualified for the
ECAC meet and is now a provisional
qualifier for the NCAAs.
Also at the meet, Amy Taylor placed
first in the mile run with a time of
5:06.1

Fencing stays undefeated
JMU's Elaine Schoka and Lynn
Mulhem sweet all 12 of their matches,
while Julie Tock won 11 of her 12
matches to pace the fencing team to
wins over Johns Hopkins, Hollins and
Virginia Tech.
The varsity team's record now stands
at 5-0, while the junior varsity team
moved to 3-2 over the weekend.

JMU beats William & Mary
in women's swimming
The JMU women's swimming and
diving team upped its season record 8-2
with a 159-75 win over William & Mary
Saturday in Williamsburg.
The Dukes took first place in 12 of
the 13 events. JMU's Erin McDonnell
took first in the 1000-yard freestyle with
a time of 10:32.01 and the 100-yard
freestyle in 54.67.
The Dukes host their final meet of the
season next Saturday against Richmond.
Diving events will start at 11 a.m., and
the swimming events are scheduled to
begin at 1 p.m.
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Three point goals: Shelly 0-2

JMUResute
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday, Jan. 23
Harrisonburg
JMU 90, Richmond 70
James Madison (90)
Player
Min ES EL
Robinson 16 1-2 2-2
McLinton 14 1-3 3-4
Edwards 28 5-8 1-1
McGuffin 2 0-0 0-0
6 1-2 0-2
Venson
25 4-10 3-4
Culuko
32 11-12 5-5
Davis
Chambers 32 2-6 0-0
28 7-9 3-4
Carter
Ritter
17 1-5 0-0

ERA

4 4 1

5
13
0
2
13
29
4
18
2

0
2
0
0
2
4
8
1
1

1
6
0
0
1
2
5
1
2

Team
200 33-5717-22 90 25 19
Three point goals: Edwards 2-5,
McLinton 0-1, Culuko 2-8, Davis 23, Chambers 0-1, Carter 1-1

Richmond (70)
Player
Min EG EE ERA
19 14 2-2 4 0 2
Weaver
4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Williams
36 6-8 2-2 15 5 1
Jarmon
12 1-1 0-0 2 0 0
Johnson
25 3-6 8-8 17 2 0
Renting
6 1-2 0-0
0 0
Weathers
10 1-1 1-2
0 0
Springer
Burroughs 21 4-6 2-2 10 3
34 2-8 0-0 4 6
Wood
17 3-3 5-8 11 1
Hodges
16 1-3 0-0 2 3
Metzger
Team
200 23-42 20-24 7021 7
Three point goals: Jarmon 1-1,
Fleming 3-4, Burroughs 0-1, Wood
0-2
Richmond
24 46 — 70
James Madison 34 56 — 90
Turnovers —UR 20. JMU 11;
Blocks — UR 3, JMU 2; Field goal
percentage — UR 54.8, JMU 57.9
Attendance — 7,800
CAA STANDINGS
Team
1. James Madison
2. UNC-Wibmngton
3. Richmond
4. American
5. Old Dominion
6. W& M
7. East Carolina
8. George Mason

CAA
5-0
3-2
3-2
3-2
2-2
2-3
1-3
0-5

Overall
12-4
11-3
7-7
9-5
6-9
9-5
6-8
5-12

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Sunday, Jan. 17
Harrisonburg
JMU 66, UNC-Wilmington 55
James Madison (42)
Player
Algeo
Ratliff
Woods on
Lee
Shelly
Powell
Hopkins
Gurile
Team

Min EG

RA
ET
9 4
2-6 l-l
2-15 0-0
2-6 3-3
3-6 0-0
1-9 2-3
0-1 0-0 0
5-15 6-7 16
0-1 0-0 0
200 15-59 12-14423910
31
34
25
29
39
12
24
6

WRESTLING

Old Dominion (71)
Player
Min EG
Singleton 16 2-3
25 10-14
Hill
Robinson 18 34
25 2-9
Hun I ley
V.Plas
22 2-2
DeBerry 12 34
2
Rowley
0-1
16 1-2
Picache
2
Mason
0-0
13 1-3
Craven
Reynolds 20 0-3
Willyerd 9
0-1
Gilmore 20 1-3

EE
2-4
6-7
1-3
3-4
1-2
3-5
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
2-2
2-2

E
6
26
7
8
5
9
0
2
0
2
0
2
4

RA
2 1

0 0
2 1
0 0
2
1
0
2

0
1
0
0

Team
200 25-49 20-29 71348
Three point goals: Huntley 1-3,
Picache 0-1
Old Dominion
39 32 — 71
James Madison
15 27 — 42
Turnovers — ODU 24, JMU 31;
Blocks — ODU 4, JMU 0;
Field goal percentage — ODU 51,
JMU 25.4
Attendance — 850

CAA STANDINGS
Team
1. Old Dominion
2. JMU
Richmond
George Mason
S.American
6. East Carolina
7. UNC-W
W&M

CAA
4-0
3-1
3-1
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4
0-4

MEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Saturday, Jan. 23
Williamsburg
JMU 144, W&M 89
All races in yards:
400 medley relay — JMU
(Gabriclc, Davey, Pozzolini,
Benin) 3:39.03
1000 freestyle — Markovitz
(W&M) 9:55.23
200 freestyle — Birgficld
(W&M) 1:47.39
50 freestyle — Gabriele (JMU)
22.02
200 individual medley — Boles
(JMU) 2:00.10
1 meter vol diving — Troilet
(JMU) 137.30
200 butterfly — Rowland (JMU)
1:55.88
100 freestyle-^ Ball (JMU)
49.32
200 backstroke — Pozzolini
(JMU) 1:58.81
500 freestyle — Boles (JMU)
4:46.36
1 meter opt diving — Troilet
(JMU) 193.15
200 breast-stroke — Birgficld
(W&M) 2:22.56
200 free relay — W&M (Kipp,
Markowitz, Blake, Prutsman)
1:30.14
Record—JMU: 7-2, W&M: 1-6

• *, &• •' I L^H & 0-Lrvw s ,<• Jt *u m Jt *IJL-« I i J'« I i H i, "a,™ '^f":<i--A JC.P1

Saturday,Jan.23
Harrisonburg
Liberty 22, JMU 16
118 — Smith (JMU) d. Hialt, 3-2
126 — M. Demlan (LU) f.
Dugan,6:10
134 — Giordano (JMU) d.
Castalana, 7-3
142 — Arena (JMU) d. Dawson,
13-3
150 —Holiday (LU)d.
McKenzie, 6-4
158 — S. Demlan (LU) d. Link,
15-4
167 — Smith (JMU) d. Gaylan,
8-3
177 — Wall (LU) d. Henson, 5-3
190 — Bruce (JMU) d. First, 6-3
Records—Liberty 8-2, JMU 4-3

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Saturday, Jan. 23
Radford
Radford 233.15, JMU 23265
Floor exercise:
1. (tie) Todd Mercer, JMU; Eric
Robichaux, Radford, 8.95
Pommel Horse:
1. Mike Onuska, JMU, 8.6
Still Rings:
1. David Trites, Radford, 9.1
Top JMU: 2. (tie) John Seeley,
Mike Onuska 9.0
Vault:
1. (tie) Eric Robichaux, Radford;
Jerrell Steele, Radford; Arl
Goldstein, Radford, 8.9
Top JMU: 4. Scott Neyer, 8.6
Parallel Bars:
1. Travis King, JMU, 8.55
Horizontal Bars:
1. David Trites, Radford, 9.3
Top JMU: Mike Jenks, 6.95
Ail-Around:
I.Mike Onuska, JMU, 48.7
JMU Record: 0-1

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS
Saturday,Jan.23
East Brunswick, N J.
JMU 181.55, Rutgers 179.70
Balance Beam:
1. (tie) E. Aiken, Rutgers; B.
Eliofante, Rutgers, 9.45
Top JMU: 3. Penny Cash, 9.25
Floor Exercise:
1. Julie Cardinali, JMU, 9.4
Vaulting:
1. Sharie Murphy, JMU, 9.15
Uneven Parallel Bars:
1. Jennifer Grinnell, JMU, 9.2
Ail-Around:
1. (tie) B. Eliofante, Rutgers; J.
Prado, Rutgers, 36.4
Top JMU: 3. Sharie Murphy,
36.05
JMU Record: 2-0
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How
worldly
are you?
The
Focus On
section is
looking
for
students
who have
worked
abroad
for a
summer
or a
semester.
If you
have
professional
experience
overseas,
call
Heather
at X6127.

fr irau Jtk-*^.;Jti>«i ■ .=-.»'..

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC
awards scholarships to hundreds of talented
students. If you qualify, these merit
based scholarships can help you pay
tuition and educational fees. They

even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive an allowance of
up to $1000 each school year the
scholarship is in effect. Find out today if
you qualify.

^63

ARMTROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
CONTACT: Major John Bayless
PHONE: 703-568-3633
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FAR SDE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BUlWatterson
is TUVS

VIM

LUCE TUE MORALVH OF
TURoWNG ONES PRECURSORS
AT SOMEONE? ,

SNOWMAN LOOKING
AT A SNOWBALL?

■H

■

i

1

SURE. AMD WUAT
ABOUT !MCNEUN&
ONE"* 6ENET\C
MATERAAL OFF
THE WALK.?

HES QONTCMPLATYNG
SNOWMAN
EVOLUTION.
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ITS THAT FOMENT OF
DAWNING ONPREHEHSWK
_, I LNE FOR.
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And then, just as he predicted, Thag became the
channeler for a 2 million-year-old gibbon named Gus.

fe

•

St
«§?&. 1

tf\

3X
I LIKE TO
VERB VtORDS

I TAKE HOOKS AND
ADJECTWES AND USE THEM
AS VERBS. REMEMBER
WHEN "ACCESS' WAS A THWfi?
NOW »TS SOMETHING **J 00.
\T GOT VERBED.

I VERSING Y4E»RSS
V
l_AH<WASE.

MAHBE WE CAN ENENWAU* MAKE
LANGUAGE A CDKPIETE IMPEDIMENT
TO UNDERSTANDS.

"We're screwed, Marge. Big Al was our star attraction,
the king ot the show. ... And now he's gone."

CONVINCED/Vto Tardy & P. Matt Roberts
On- l-<£W.! VKNCfci Jo J^
Te TpcK To Xl.U fWSCvCC THE_

NRA. rncsT Pet_?<_« rM(KjC ■

flCTu^»i-*-H, Trtf ice PG#*E«
Ti*\ fl m£<xfl£G, **40 x rn
* Q>U.e<rC STuOCMT. ><xt

Reeeu

C*ifa-TcTir«0- l>lf»N

( Ur-»TftL,c.

s8^
m

FUAGS^R

wH/vreviceJ

b^HCucMeexSEE THESE,

CON

DtSCftsOiNlC- CofVuc Srrf2.» PS iM jl
THESE ccuutc^e fHEvjsPPPE-E-S -^fT>AK4NG- t=U»J or TH£ XNTHU.I C*>IT
LuL.TUI/2CO rw«L rxfiEres oFiHtNftfy^
X tTUST

.

.
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EESTfOK

Restaurant

H.l I Ol ILL I

W*»« music Uv«m tm Mtarrtaottburg

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Toniaht —OPEN STflGE w/ Bill Hudson
•••IREE HOT DOG BAR plus CHILI*•••

_ ONCE-A-YEAR .

P STOREWIDE 6

Tuesday - M/DN/qHTSM.. .C-Ci tU Su
•••FREE TACO & VEGGIE BAR""

Wednesday—Jim's Legal Fees
More funk for the buck.
Thursday—T.D.A.

T.D.A.

in,iuy — VQTUCC
Saturday

T.D.A.

END-OF-THE-YEAR

I. D.A.

Funk/top 40 and more

Private PropQrty METAL/ROCK

COMMG S001V CRAB LEGS «no*
Gibb Droll Feb. ioib «n ^Y **•••
Egypt Feb. nth
Don I miss out!

NEW CLOTHING ADDED TO SALE ALL WEEK
BARR-EE STATION HARRISONBURG
Spotswood Valley Square • Next to Kroger

Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30!
*

Don't Miss
Our Exit!

Hli.i.

6, 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
Pool & Tennis Court
• Furnished Apartments
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• New Lower Rates
Ceiling Fans
• Student Individual Leases
Mini Blinds
• 24-Hour Maintenance
Small Pets Welcome*
• On Site Management
vow-

Sum

*

Save money
onyourgDoa
looks alone.

ttlVHb

HJLL

Mon. - Fri.
Weekends by Appt.

\

■ Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse Devon Lane • Harrisonburg. VA 2280'
D'rect'ons: Across the highway from JMU Campus 1-81 Exit 245 East on Port
Reouoiic Road to top b( hill right on Devon Lane to Rental Office.

434-2220

To earn our College Days rate of $14 for lift tickets and $12 for
rentals, all you have to do is show us your valid college CD. And if you
bring us this ad, you'll save an additional $2 off the College Days lift
ticket rate. College Days rates apply every Monday and Friday after
12:00 pm. So take advantage of your good looks and join the college
crowd at Massanutten.

MASSAJNUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort
10 Mile* Ban of Harrisonburg. Virginia on Route 33
Copyright 1983. Or** EaMwn Ram*. JMU

i^.. UlJ&akV'wiV £!£»_£•-*- MOatHatHHalllHSi d . - -...;_.

. < -./ aaaaaa U*«*C - :..?. ..i..

S-~ ■ aaaaaaaH

I
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FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Fudge, jelly bellys, chocolate, gourmet
coffee vetege Bazaar, Kroger Corner
The National Coalition Building Institute -

Hawkins Street - 4 IR, 2 baths, lumished

Great 18—at employment - Sports Camp

Virginia chapter, sponsoring, Straight Tak.

including microwave, W/O, quial atmosphere.

Counselor at lop sports camp for boys. High

About Homophobia t* effect on gay, lesbian.

$195/person. University Race. 4 BR, 2 baths.

salary/roonvboard. We are looking tor highly

bisexual 8 heterosexual people; Thursday,

furnished, $195/person; 3 BR. unfurnished.

motvaied parsons who have ski in land or

Jan.

$185,

water sports Abo looking tor secretaries, bus

Presbyterian, 1111 North Main Street,

drivers, cooks 8 nurses. Must have love ol

Harrisonburg, You're welcome lo bring snacks

children Cal or write: Camp Winadu, 5 Glen

for a social gathering from 6pm - 7pm.

IMM

negotiable, roommate placement

water/sewer furnished 433-8622
4 BR, 2 bath condo - D/W, W/O. Fully

Law, Mamaroneck, NY 10543. (914) 361-

lumshed, TV. dishes, desks Available Aug.

5963. Recruiter wi be on campus in early

16,1993 $185Ano 432-0367

•m.

28,

7pm-i0pm;

College Handbell Choir
rehearses
Mondays 4:30 - 5:30pm
at Asbuty United Methodist
Transportation available
Call 434-2836

Shenandoah

PERSONALS

role of food, exercise 8 eating behavior in

Scholarship opportunities - Freshmen,

your weight management Discover how lo

cash in on good grades. Apply now for Army

manage your weight through positive Hestyte

ROTC scholarships Call Major Baytess, 568-

lour BR furnished apt. Ureversity Place $170

Work Friday, 4-8 pm, Saturday, 9am-lpm 8

changes. The JMU Health Center is offering

3633

ASAP. Individual lease. 3 lemales 433-5233

Sunday, i-5pm Cal 564-0095 Monday thru

this 5 part workshop, students welcome.

Collage Station - $106 cash rebate lor early

Thursday, 3-5pm lor more info 8 to schedule
an interview
Greeks 8 Clubs - $1,000 an hour) Each

CaU Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Accord agents

member of your Irat. sorority, team, club. etc.

Commonwealth Realty. Inc. 432-6541 or 434-

pitches in just one hour & your group can
1

raise $1,000 in just a lew days Plus a chance
lo earn $1,000 for yourself I No cost. No
obligation (800) 932-0528. x65

block trom campus Available now. Flexible
lease term Call Glen, (703) 536-2773 lor

Cruise

details

$2,000«/mo. • world travel (Hawaii. Mexico,

Limned space. Fee $10, sign up now by
calling x6177 Begins Jan 28, 1993, 3:30 -

(hips

now

hiring

-

Earn

campus 432-3979, leave message & lime

career employment available No experience
necessary. For program cal (206) 634-0468,

you can be reached Individual leases

XC5325

deadline Jan. 26.1993. Noon, Godwin 213

For more information & assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities &
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800) 533-5501

Babysitter -

All vary close lo JMU $165 to $320. 432-

afternoons. Transportation required 234-

3979, leave message

8317orx3068

Tuesday

&

Thursday

For rent - 7BR house, 2 full baths, 2

Summer jobs 8 Internships - University

complete kitchens. W/O. 432-3979, leave

Directories, the nation's largest publisher ol

message Individual leases

campus telephone directories, is interviewing
goal oriented students tor a challenging, lull

1993. Call 4334047.

SPRING BREAK

time summer position. Gain valuable
experience in advertising, sales 8 public

Save big on Spring Break '93 - Jamaica,

paid training program in Chapel Hil, NC.
College ere* may be available. Interview on
campus February 19 Information 6 interview

Free rant - For month of January. Free water

sign-up available today at the Career

1 cable. Lease until August Call Nancy at

Services Center, Sooner Hall or call (800)

432-9302

743-5556

Village Lane a ML View Drive townhouse -

Rush riKO
OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday 7pm
at the house

Need one part-time employee at The Hole in
The Wal Newstand. Apply in person Localed

(8/93*94), (703) 450-5008.

next lo Jess'Lunch

Congratulations Theta Pledge class! We're
proud lo call you Sisters Love. Alpha Chi
Omega
Rugby Interest meeting - Library, Media
Room New players, 8 pm, old boys, 9 pm
Jan 26,1993

Noon, Godwin 213

1

International Internships

Judy Cohen
from Office of Int'l
Education

$1391 Hurry, these trips will sel out Organize

All Commuter Student Council positions

group 8 travel free! Call Sun Splash Tours,

now open for Fal "93. Pick up an application

(800) 426 7710

at the CSC or COCL info desk at Wro-Pnce

Tuesday, Jan. 26 6pm
Jackson 103

Hall. Deadline for all applications is
Spring Break! Bahamas cruise, 6 days,

February 15. (Stipends offered)

$2791 Panama City, rooms with kitchens,
$119, Daytona $149, Cancun $459, Jamaica
$4791 (800) 678-6386. '
Spring Break in Cancun with College
Toursl Guaranteed prices, best hotels 6
$150 in free benefis. Call (800) 959-4SUN
today!

ALCOHOL, SEX, STRESS!
Come see Mary Peterson
on Sunday, Jan. 31 from
5 - 6pm In Miller Hall
Pre-Superbowl
get together!

Let's talk about sei, baby - And eating
disorders, stress & substance abuse
Welness Peer Educators present programs
on cotege health issues that tak about you &
me Applications are available at the Health
Center, WCC Info desk 8 the Godwin
Welness Center. Call 16177 for into.
Congratulations Ranee Bradley! Your Big

Ski Mount Sutton, Canada for Spring

5BR. furnished; »175-$210/mo.,1 year lease

Congratulations to the newly elected IK

Cancun, Bahamas Irom $459! Florida from

relations Average earnings $3,900. Expense
Houses a apt for Fall •» - Call 433-2126
lor kit

For only $1 get a picture
of your scope
SNAP-A-SCOPE

executive 8 minor officers!

Wallybail sign-up deadline Feb 2. 1993.

1,2,3,4 BR apt*. - Furnished or unfurnished

291 a 293 Campbell St - Available June 1.

Racquetball sign-up deadline Jan. 26,
1993, Noon, Godwin 213

Hey, who's the babe
over there?

Racquetball Instructional Clinic sign-up

NOTICE

the Carribean, etc.) Holiday, Summer &
For rent - 6BR house, 5 blocks trom

Tuesday night, 8:30pm, Chappalear TV

4:30, HC Room 8.

Furnished including microwave. WAD, D/W

Room tor rant - $l70/mo. plus utilities. One

Women's Rugby organizational meeting,
bungs. Any questions, cal MC at 432-9617

Earn full time pay for part time hours -

2977

Mardl Gras Night
Featuring a sensational DJ & fully
catered. Tickets must be purchased
in advance. Sales begin Feb. 1-12
from 12-Spm in the SGA Office.
SS/couple, S3/peraon. For more
info, call Gavi at X4910.

Take a better look - Begin lo understand the

Roommate wanted - One unfurnished BR in

sign-up Individual leases 4BR lownhouses

Sophomore Semi-Formal

Break! 5 day lift ticket. 5 nights lodging in

Attention Pre-Phyaica! Therapy Society -

mountainside condo. 5 days 6 nights of

Mandatory meeting lor volunteer program

intercolegiate parties, races 8 activities lor

open to al members January 27, 5:30 pm.

'93 Days Til Graduation Party - Monday,

only $2091 Sponsors include LaBatt's, Mi.

Burruss44

Feb

Sisters love you!

1, 1993. PC Ballroom

Johnnies

Heritage, $4 Seniors, $5 everyone else (Must

Sutton 8 Mobon Transportation available
Alcohol, sai, stress! Come see Mary

be Senior or 21 to enter, 2 IDs) Cups lo list

Peterson 54 pm in Miller Hall on Sunday,

300 Seniors.

Nags Head, NC - 2 relatively new houses;

Cinnamon Bear Bakery 8 Dell s looking lor

fully furnished; W/O; OW; central A/C;

energetic people to work sales, counter 6 del

Available May 1 through August 31; sleeps

area. Nights 8 weekends are required

Awesome Spring Break Bahamas cruise

Jan. 311 You'll still have time for the

7,$150O/mo., sleeps 9 (3 floors), $1900/mo.

Experience would be hebfuL Apply in person

$279i Includes 6 days m Bahamas, 10 meals!

Superbowl Sponsored by AJpha PI*

Sophomore class Habitat For Humanity

(804)850-1532

Ask for Susan. Valley Mai, 433-2867.

Sail from Florida! Beautiful beaches, great
nightlifel Drinking age 181 Springbreak,

Adoption option - Tim A Vdii wish to share

are

(800)6784386

our home with an infant. We both have

underprivileged persons. Wil leave campus

-coHege degrees 8 work in education. Our

7am 8 return to 8pm. Cal Marybeth at x5492

Need 3 female roommates to sublease

SERVICES

townhouse Please cal 432-0320.
Awesome old house for rant starling June
1,1993. Wah to campus 4BR. 1 1/2 baths.
$760/mo. Paul, 433-PAUL

FOR SALE
1988 Chevy Sprint stick - 50 mpg, only
38.000 miles. Call Sat. or Sun. (703) 856
8554.

Used CD's - $6. Digital mixing board OJ,

to

build

homes

for

to reserve your spot by Feb. 13,1993
Congratulations to the men of Theta Chi
lor a successful colonization Fraternally,

Want to help JMU students maintain a

into can 564-1202

John

healthy lifestyle? Be a Wellness Peer
Roommale needed ASAP - Nicely furnished

Educator 8 give presentations on such

A fraternal welcome to the

need are just a phone call away. We deliver

diverse topics as STDs. nutrition 8 stress

Congratulations to Tom Gordon, Stu Hatsall,

Phone 432-1686 after 6 pm.

large apt. Either gender She*. 564-2716 or

management Applications are available at

Jason Heimberg, Ed Jehcoat. Jeff Koch, Mark

the Health Center. WCC Info desk 6 the

Latlman. Mike Lee. Man MacDonald. Man

434-7044.
Great party tunesl Call National 0J
Connection now! 433-0360

Wanted - Lead vocalist/front man lor

Godwin Wetness Center Call >6177 lor mlo

HX

colony -

McLean, Arran McWhiher. Jimmy Meeham
Tim Miller. Dave Mnchtl, Paul Morrison, Jetl

classic/current/original working rock band
(abiry to play any instrument a plus) Musi be

CSC meeting Today - The Tidewater Room.

Neil. Harrison Nicholson. Brian Payne, Grey

Ski's tuned up starting at $8 - Close to

WCC at 5 pm

Pons, Scent Ramsey. Brian Reese, John

campus. 4334743

dedicated 8 serious. Call 4324547(Jeft) or

Robertson, Sean Robson, Scott Titanish.

4334110 (Scott).
IK congratulates their new sisters! We're

Attention Faculty - Christian woman seeks
homes to dean Reasonable rates 8 excellent

$175. M«e. 2980343

counselor at (800) 296-2367.
Rockiest '93 needs campus bands for more

Guaranteed Amway products lor every

4 BR furnished condo - Hunter's Ridge,
owner sacnhce $66,900 434-0172

needed

you wish to talk with us. please call our

haircuts, Mon -Wed Cal Classic Touch. 5640212.

excursion, Feb. 20, 1993. 50 caring people

hobbies are music, got 8 church activities If

WANTED

Welcome back JMU student specials - $8

3BR dupiei (Has everything) - June 1.
1993 $480/mo 434-2100

John G.. 432-1277

references available. Call Brenda at 8338808.

Ski package - Vohl perfection A3 racing

Interior painting? JMU senior needs

Skis, 180; Tyrota 470 bindings; Dachstein V3

money. Have experience 8 references Cal

racing boots, size 8; Scott poles & Otin ski

Mark, 4334162

Dedicated women to play
JMU Softball
Sign Up Deadline
January 31
Call Jaye 433-7001
or Nicole x5655

bag, 8275. Cal Man at»5464.
aTeUdflfiCH

so proud of you!
ni stil needs you! Spend Spring Break
in Homestead, Florida Help them rebuild!
Cal x6366 for more info

Sean Walsh. Brian Wsnewski. Garry Howard
'77.
To Paul R. - I hope you're worth my time 6
the 20% interest on the $700 ban I look out I
love you, Mickey.
Alpha Phi newly initiated Sisters -

AH fraternities 8 sororities - Alpha Phi

Congratulatons! We are so very proud of you

congratulates you on your new resales!

aMAeloraNetime!

wmmm
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Delivery & Carry Out

Fast^east Buffet
CHOICE OF TOPPINGS
fresh Provolonc Cheese
Fresh Cheddar Cheese
Canadian (Style Bacon
Pepperoni Slices
BurgerSpicy Burger
Frcsn Bell Peppers
Fresh Chunky Tomatoes
Anchovy fillets

Mild Sausage
Slack Olives
Fresh Mushrooms
Jalepeno Peppers
Tresh Onions
Pineapple
gDicy Italian Sausage
reen Olives
Broccoli -

All You Can Eat Pizza.
Paata, and fialad Buffet
Available Daily
11AM - 2PM
$3.99
5:30PM-8:30PM....$4.29
ALL DAY WEEKEND BUFFCT!

Fast, Free Delivery
11 AM -1 AM (Sunday - Thursday
11 AM - 2 AM Friday - (Saturday

433-0606
»«!».

$

5.53

($6 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

$

6.45

$

($7 price includes tax)

Adifcl Jriii'iT HTJfi'

IV'J'I

_ V&

6.45 7.37

($7 price includes tax)

2 or 3 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

TTWIIMdtLiik

$

1 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

I 'OJM'M m. _K_ . >c ..; :.* =.. -"

($8 price includes tax)

2 or 3 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

